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Interference between dissociating states in H2O2 and HOCl causes orientation
of OH diatomic products

Andrew J. Alexander*
School of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JJ, United Kingdom

~Received 4 June 2002; published 26 December 2002!

H2O2 and HOCl were dissociated using circularly polarized light at wavelengths 330–370 nm,
and angular-momentum polarization of OH (2P) products was measured using laser induced fluorescence.
The OH (J50.5) products exhibit orientation of angular momenta resulting from interference between excited
dissociating states of the parent molecules.
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Measurements of the directionality~polarization! of pho-
tofragment angular momenta have been used extensively
means to understanding processes whereby molecules
apart under irradiation. In particular, interference betwe
multiple dissociative states produces distinct contributio
~such as helicity! to the photofragment polarization, whic
allows the measurement of the phase differences of
asymptotic wave functions, and hence, the overall shape
the participating dissociative surfaces@1–3#: the ultimate
goal of molecular dynamics. However, studies of photofr
ment interference effects so far have been limited to m
surement of polarization of atomic photofragments result
from dissociation of diatomic@1,2,4–7# or triatomic species
@8–10#. For example, Rakitziset al.measured electronic ori
entation of Cl (2P3/2) atoms from the photodissociation o
iodine monochloride~ICl! @6#. They found that the helicity of
the orientation oscillated several times as a function of
wavelength of the dissociating light. Rotational orientati
of diatomic photofragments resulting from dissociation
triatomic molecules has also been demonstrated@11,12#.
Hasselbrinket al. studied the dissociation of ICN at 248 n
using circularly polarized photolysis radiation@11#. The he-
licity of the orientation of the diatomic fragments was fou
to oscillate as a function of the CN rotational angular m
mentum (N). More remarkably, the magnitude of the orie
tation was found to bêNz&527.260.7 in the range 39
<N<55. This magnitude of orientation is considerab
larger than the photon angular momentum, or the electro
angular momentum of the fragments. Vigue´ et al. developed
a model for the dissociation, based on amplification of
rotational angular momentum as a result of coherence
tween bending states of the ICN parent molecule@13#. By
contrast, recent studies of the dissociation of NO2 have also
measured orientation of the NO diatomic photofragme
@14#. In this case, the orientation does not result from int
ference between dissociating states, but is consistent w
classical model in which the departing O atom applies
torque to the N end of the NO molecule.

In this paper, we report the measurements of orienta
of diatomic OH (2P) photofragments, resulting from inte
ference between multiple electronic states of the dissocia
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parent molecule at room temperature~298 K!. The results are
directly comparable to the observation of atomic Cl (2P1/2)
orientation following photodissociation of Cl2 @9#. Remark-
ably, however, the orientation of OH appears to survive th
mal averaging of internal motions~e.g., torsion or bending!
of the parent molecule, and the implicit averaging over m
tiple pathways across the potential-energy landscape of
molecule, resulting from the increased number of degree
freedom of the system. Interference between the dissocia
electronic states are observed without the need of an unu
amplification mechanism, making the results more gene
than previously recognized@11,13#.

The experimental methodology followed is very similar
that described elsewhere@11#. Hydrogen peroxide solution
~60% w/v! was distilled under vacuum, and then flowe
through a polytetrafluoroethene~PTFE! coated stainless stee
vessel at total pressures,100 mTorr. HOCl was produced
by passing Cl2 gas through a bed of glass beads coated w
soda-ash moistened in water. Tunable photolysis radia
~330–370 nm! and probe radiation (;308 nm) for laser in-
duced fluorescence~LIF! were produced by second-harmon
generation of the output of Nd31:YAG ~yttrium aluminum
garnet!-pumped dye lasers. Both laser beams were circula
polarized using zero-order quartz quarter waveplates.
probe radiation was switched between left and right cir
larly polarized light on a shot-by-shot basis with a photoel
tic modulator. The photolysis and probe laser beams w
counter-propagated collinearly@11#. Doppler-resolved pro-
files D(n) were obtained by scanning over individual rot
tional lines in the~0,0! band of the OH (A-X) electronic
transition, and collecting the fluorescence without polari
tion analysis.

Tensor moments of the angular-momentum distribution
the laboratory frameAq

(k) were extracted from LIF intensitie
using the formalism developed by Kummel, Sitz, and Za
@15,16#. The LIF signal intensity can be written

D~u,f!5C~det!n~J!@A0
(0)~u,f!1P0

(1)A0
(1)~u,f!#, ~1!

where C(det) is an undetermined constant function of t
detection apparatus,n(J) is the population of the rotationa
stateJ, andP0

(1) is the sensitivity of LIF to theA0
(1) @16#. The

angular variables (u,f) are the angular coordinates of th
parent molecule frame in the laboratory frame with thez axis
defined by the photofragment velocityv @17#. A0

(0) is propor-
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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tional to the differential cross section of the scattered pho
fragments, parameterized byb

4pA0
(0)~u,f!511bP2~cosu!, ~2!

where P2(cosu) is the second Legendre polynomial. Sim
larly, orientation of angular momentum in the laborato
frameA0

(1) can be parameterized by molecule frame para
etersaq

(k)(p) @18#

4pA0
(1)~u,f!5~11b!a0

(1)~' !cos2 u1
1

2
a11

(1)~ i ,' !sin2 u.

~3!

The Hertel-Stoll definitions of real spherical tensor mome
have been used,a11

(1)52A2Re@a1
(1)#. Thea0

(1) represents ori-
entation ofJ alongv as a result of incoherent excitation o
perpendicular (') electronic transitions of the parent mo
ecule

a0
(1)~' !5^Jz&5(

mJ

p~mJ!mJ

AJ~J11!
, ~4!

wherep(mJ) is the probability of populating the statemJ ,
andmJ lies in the range2J to1J. Thea11

(1)(i ,')5^Jx& rep-
resents orientation ofJ perpendicular tov resulting from
interference between parallel (i) and perpendicular (') tran-
sitions @18#, and lies in the same range asa0

(1)('). At pho-
tolysis wavelengths around 355 nm, both H2O2 and HOCl
exhibit mixed transitions. These are believed to be
Ã1A(') and theB̃1B(i) states of H2O2, and the 11A9(')
and 13A9/21A8(i) states of HOCl@19–21#.

Monte Carlo simulations of Doppler contoursD(n) were
obtained by one-dimensional projection of Eq.~1! onto the
Doppler axis~i.e., the probe-laser propagation direction! and
integrating contributions that shared the same projection
this axis. The sensitivity parameterP0

(1) changes sign accord
ing to the helicity (L/R) of the circularly polarized probe
light. It is convenient to form composite sum and differen
profiles D iso(n)5DL(n)1DR(n), and Daniso(n)5DL(n)
2DR(n) @22#. Daniso(n) depends only on product orienta
tion. D iso(n) includes both isotropic and alignment contrib
tions to the angular-momentum polarization. We estimate
effects of alignment onD iso(n) for OH (J55.5) to be small
(,2%) @23#. For OH (J50.5) there can be no higher pa
rametersaq

(k)(p) with k.1, i.e., the molecules can beori-
ented, but notaligned @15#.

Experimental composite Doppler contours were fitted
nonlinear least-squares methods using basis sets of simu
contours with knownaq

(k)(p) @18#. Difference composite pro
files resulting from H2O2 dissociation at 355 nm are show
in Fig. 1, comparing OH (J55.5) and OH (J50.5) prod-
ucts. The OH (J55.5) results show incoherent orientatio
a0

(1)(')50.07760.020 in the molecular frame. By takin
the ratio of integrated profiles we obtain

^Daniso&

^D iso&
5

P0
(1)

3
@~11b!a0

(1)~' !1a11
(1)~ i ,' !#. ~5!
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Using this equation, assuming thata11
(1)(i ,')50, we obtain

a0
(1)50.07160.013 for OH (J55.5), in good agreemen

with the value obtained from fitting: we see no evidence
a11

(1)(i ,') within the limits of our signal to noise. This resu
may be simply due to our inability to measure a small int
ference polarization effect over the background of a lar
incoherent polarization effect. Some care must be taken o
the interpretation of the molecular frame paramet
aq6

(k) (i ,'). The electronic transition moment may not be e
actly parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the lysi
bond, and can be observed from incoherent transitions
either symmetry without interference. For example, if a l
ear triatomic happens to be excited during bending vibrati
an observeda11

(1)(i ,') may originate from parallel and per
pendicularprojectionsof an in-plane transition moment, a
discussed by Ahmedet al. @8# for NO2 dissociation, and by
Kim et al. @7# in the case of OCS dissociation. For the H2O2
molecule, the bending mechanism would involve the sy
metric (n2) and antisymmetric (n6) bends, and these ar
believed to cause the strong alignmenta21

(2)(')50.1860.08
observed for OH (J55.5) @23#. Thus, it would appear tha
the OH (J55.5) molecules exhibit alignment out of the mo
lecular (yz) plane, but not orientation. In terms of then2 ,n6
bending mechanism, there are as many OH bonds ben
clockwise as are bending counterclockwise. It would se
reasonable that the circularly polarized photon has no se
tivity over nuclear motion. On the other hand, the existen
of some orientation in the molecular frame is expected
order to conserve the helicity of the whole system~circularly
polarized photon1 H2O2 molecule!. Evidently, the observed
a0

(1)(') is very much smaller than ifJ were maximally ori-
ented parallel to velocity@if mJ5J55.5, a0

(1)(')50.920].
We believe that the observed orientation is mainly due to
electronic part (V51.5) of the total angular momentumJ

FIG. 1. Composite anisotropic Doppler profilesDaniso(n)
~ragged line5experimental, thick solid line5best fitted model! for
H2O2 dissociation at 355 nm@22#. The ordinate scales shown ar
relative to the respectiveD iso(n), which are normalized to unit area
~a! OH (J55.5) via P11(N55) LIF transition, best fita0

(1)(')
50.077. ~b! OH (J50.5) via PQ12(N51) LIF transition, best fit
a0

(1)(')520.046, a11
(1)(i ,')50.075. Upper and lower thin solid

lines represent simulations with best fit values60.010.
2-2
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55.5: this seems reasonable since it is the electrons tha
primarily excited by the photolysis radiation. If we assum
that the angular momentum (1\) of the circularly polarized
photon is shared between the OH molecules, we givemJ

51/2 to each fragment, to estimate an orientationa0
(1)(')

51/@2AJ(J11)#50.084: very close to the experimental r
sult. Certainly, we see no evidence for amplification of a
gular momentum, or rather, we see no evidence of amp
cation of thehelicity of angular momentum.

For OH (J50.5) products from H2O2 dissociation at 355
nm, we observe botha11

(1)(i ,')50.07560.032 anda0
(1)(')

520.04660.019. The observed parameters are smaller t
maximal@for J50.5, maximalaq

(1)(p)50.577]. Thea0
(1)(')

is of similar magnitude to that for OH (J55.5). The fact that
we do not observe ana11

(1)(i ,') for OH (J55.5) fragments
may be due to averaging as a result of the larger rotatio
motion (N55) of the OH (J55.5) molecules, which are
known to have a strong torsional motion due to the shap
the dissociating potential-energy surfaces@19#. For racemic
H2O2 the torsional dissociation is achiral, and cannot e
hance the orientation. Torsional motion around the dissoc
ing O–O causes the OH molecules to rotate away from
HO–OH moleculelike propeller blades (J aligned parallel to
v) and would average out electronic orientation with resp
to the molecule (yz) plane, i.e.,a11

(1)(i ,')'0. Alternatively,
a measurement ofa11

(1)(i ,')'0 may result from a coinciden
tal near-zero asymptotic phase difference betweeni and'
states at this dissociation energy~355 nm!.

In an attempt to address the question of whether the
serveda11

(1)(i ,') for J50.5 involves interference betwee
multiple electronic states or simply coherence from bend
of a single state, we measured thea11

(1)(i ,') as a function of
the photolysis wavelength for both the H2O2 molecule, and
the HOCl molecule@24#. The results are shown in Fig. 2, an
show an increase in thea11

(1)(i ,') with increasing photolysis
wavelength for both molecules. Thea11

(1)(i ,') are much
smaller for the H2O2 molecule. This may be due to blurrin

FIG. 2. Orientation parametera11
(1)(i ,') for OH (J50.5) as a

function of photolysis wavelength for H2O2 dissociation~empty
circles, solid line! and for HOCl dissociation~solid squares, dashe
line! @22#. The H2O2 data have been multiplied by a factor of 5
order to plot them on the same scale.
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ment state for the H2O2 molecule. Theoretical quantum ca
culations suggest that the two OH radicals formed are ne
identical on average@25#. The monatomic Cl (2PJ) partner
fragments of HOCl, on the other hand, greatly reduce
possible energy spread in the products.

Perhaps the most significant observation about Fig. 2
that thea11

(1)(i ,') appears to increase with increasing cont
bution of the parallel states. To further this point, we ha
plotted translational anisotropy (b) parameters for H2O2,
HOCl, and Cl2 in Fig. 3, as a function of photolysis wave
length. Figure 3 shows that electronic states with para
symmetry make an increasing contribution as the photoly
wavelength is tuned to longer wavelength. The similarity b
tween the trends for H2O2 and HOCl in Figs. 2 and 3 is very
striking. In terms of a model involving interference betwe
parallel and perpendicular states, the energy dependenc
a11

(1)(i ,') is proportional to the cosine of the asymptot
phase difference (Df5f'2f i) between the radial parts o
the outgoing wave functions from parallel and perpendicu
transitions, and the amplitude is also modulated by the
gree of mixing A(11b)(22b) @9#. The fact that the
a11

(1)(i ,') appears to increase with the mixing of the paral
and perpendicular states supports our assertion that the e
that we have measured is interference born from fragme
travelling via two different electronic states of different sym
metry. It is also clear that thea11

(1)(i ,') becomes almost zero
as the transition becomes almost purely perpendicular
both H2O2 and HOCl. This would not be expected if th
mechanism for producing thea11

(1)(i ,') was the result of
coherence due to bending motions of the parent molec
@7#.

Finally, the results plotted in Fig. 2 are similar to those
the orientation parameter Im@a1

(1)(i ,')#}sin(Df) measured
for Cl* ( 2P1/2) fragments from Cl2 photolysis by Kimet al.

FIG. 3. OH translation anisotropy beta parameterb, as a func-
tion of photolysis wavelength for H2O2 ~empty circles@19#!, HOCl
~empty triangles@26#!, HOCl ~filled squares@20#!. Also shown are
b for Cl* ( 2P1/2) atoms measured from Cl2 dissociation~filled dia-
monds @27#!. The shaded bar indicates the wavelength range
Fig. 2.
2-3
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@9#. The measurements ofb, and of a11
(1)(i ,'), for

Cl2,HOCl, and H2O2 all show remarkable similarities. W
would expect that a much greater degree of averaging o
product pathways would be required to model the pres
results. Despite the implicit averaging involved, the orien
tion due to interference does appear to survive in OH (2P).
.S
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Clearly, these effects are general, and not limited to ato
products of simple diatomic species, as might first have b
expected.

A.J.A. thanks the Royal Society for financial support a
the EPSRC Central Laser Facility for the loan of a YAG a
dye laser.
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